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AĶňŉŇĵķŉ
Humanbeingspossess an intrisic need for interactionandcommunication. Peo-
ple express their feelings indistinctively andevenunconsciously towardsotherpeo-
ple but also towards innanimatedobjects. ĉedigital era has created a gapbetween
our emotional and communicative nature and the interaction with machines.
Although the ėeld of aﬀective computing has tried to close this gap by provid-
ing machines with understanding of the users’ internal emotional state in order to
provide a more human like interaction, currently it is missing one of the most im-
portant factors: the individual. Very few systems or models take in consideration
the personal characteristics or context of the user, driěing away from the original
intention of making a more ecological interaction.
In this thesiswe studyoneof those individual factors: culture, andhow itmolds
the expressionof emotions and the interactionwithmachines that try to read those
emotions. We have compared emotion recognition models trained with data of
individuals with diﬀerent cultural backgrounds to study further the question of
universality or speciėcity of emotions. ĉen we have prepared a human machine
interaction experiment that utilizes those emotion recognition models to under-
stand the eﬀect of culturally blind interactions.
ĉe experimental results show that failing to consider the cultural background
of the user could impact negatively the performance of the system and user satis-
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faction. It is not recommended to employ emotion recognition systems without
consideringwho is going touse the systemandwhat is the context of the individual
and the interaction.
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IntroduČion
EŋĹŇŏ ĽłĸĽŋĽĸŊĵŀ’ň ĸĵĽŀŏ ŀĽĺĹ requires a great deal of interaction and commu-
nication with other individuals. Our quality of life and even our survival strongly
depend on our interpersonal skills. An individual’s capacity to successfully express
his or her needs in several areas may be the diﬀerence in every area of his or her
life: from obtaining food and geĨing a partner to having fun, etc.
During communication, the interlocutor’s internal emotional state is reĚected
along with the spoken contents, through diﬀerent cues such as facial expressions,
gestures, body language, voice intonation and so on. An individual’s internal emo-
tional state inĚuences the communication and aﬀects the person he or she com-
municates with. ĉe capacity of an individual to read and consider this emotional
content as part of the communication deėnes the degree of success in the interac-
tion.
ǉ
On the other hand, the last decades have brought a new technological era, full
of gadgets and devices that we interact with constantly. Up to this day, users are
expected to adapt to the machines and modify their behavior in order to match
this kind of interaction. Yet, when we consider the sort of interaction and com-
munication that humans are used to experience, the current paradigm of human
machine interaction seems to be lacking the multimodal exchange of information
and context inclusion required to create a rich interaction.
ǉ.ǉ BĵķĿĻŇŃŊłĸ
Machines and computers are usually perceived as devices ruled by reason, logic
and numbers. ĉe concept of computers that are capable of empathy or to com-
prehend human emotions and their expressions seem unreal and, due to a lack of
understanding, even unnecessary.
Since the decade of ǉǑǑǈ, a new branch in Computer Science called Aﬀective
Computing [ǋǉ] brought to the ėeld innovative concepts about the importance of
the considerationof emotions in theworld ofmachines. ĉeėeld brought the light
into the key role that feelings play in the interaction between individuals. ĉe goal
of the ėeld is to improve the interaction among human andmachine by providing
understanding of the user’s internal emotional state.
ĉe current human machine interaction paradigm places the machines in the
center of the interaction, and expects the user to adapt to the machine in every
situation. Aﬀective computing proposes to bring the human to the center of the
interaction, and provide the tools to create a more human-like interaction.
Currently, the ėeld has advanced quickly and has spread awareness on the im-
portance of human-like interaction in diﬀerent areas of Human Machine interac-
tion [Ǎ], yet it is still far from its ėnal goal of placing the human as the center of the
interaction.
Most of the research focused in understanding the emotional internal state of
people tries to design and develop models that ėt the population in an universal
manner [ǋǑ], skipping each user’s individuality and context, which may account
Ǌ
for peculiarities in the internal emotional state and its expressions. It has not been
investigated so far what is the eﬀect of diﬀerent individual variables in the expres-
sion of emotion and what its their impact in the human machine interaction sce-
nario.
ǉ.Ǌ AĽŁ Ńĺ ŉļĽň ŉļĹňĽň
Emotions are key in human relations; they are intertwinedwith an individual’s be-
havior, decision making and every sort of communication and interaction he or
she engages in. ĉe purpose of this thesis is to study the expression of emotions
and its automatic recognition from a cultural perspective. So far among the ma-
jority of the related studies, the universality of emotions is taken for granted and
is assumed as a fact. ĉe cultural factor and context of the interaction in general
has beendangerously overlooked in the aĨempts of including emotion recognition
models to human machine interactions.
It is our goal to answerwhat is the inĚuence of culture in the expression of emo-
tions and what happens when we use culture blind emotion recognition systems
in human machine interaction.
To ėnd the answer to these questions, we have prepared two diﬀerent types
of experiments. First, culturally aware emotion recognition models are developed
and tested to understand the eﬀect of the cultural factor in the expression of emo-
tions. Aěer, these models are embedded in an interaction system. ĉe original
purpose of including an emotion recognition model in such system is to obtain
deeper knowledge of the user’s inner state to improve performance and user satis-
faction [ǋǉ]. ĉus, this interaction system is used to explore the consequences of
ignoring the cultural context in a human machine interaction scenario.
ǋ
Figure 1.2.1: The ﬁgure summarizes the expected interaction paradigm be-
tween man and machine desired when considering the user’s emotions. The
user experiences constant internal emotional states while engaging in any sort
of interaction. In this case, the intention is to obtain external expressions of
the emotion, for example facial expressions and head movements, and feed
them to the computer. This information will be processed using a previously
trained emotion recognition model to allow the computer to understand the
user’s current emotional state. Using this hint, the computer take certain
choices or modiﬁcations in its output to provide better support or better ﬁt
the user. Such interaction loop will repeat while the interaction among the
user and the machine continues.
ǌ
ǉ.ǋ RĹŀĵŉĹĸ ŇĹňĹĵŇķļ ŃŋĹŇŋĽĹŌ
Up to this day, very few have been studied in the ėeld of aﬀective computing con-
cerning the cultural context of the individuals.
Even though in the previous decades the complexity of emotion recognition
systems has increased, culture related emotion recognition systems are still fo-
cused on one single cue, for example, body posture [ǊǍ] or speech [Ǌǌ]. Very
few information is found on facial expressions and gestures. Furthermore, these
systems are focused on categorical classiėcation of emotions, e.g., happy, sad, an-
gry. Caridakis et al. [Ǐ] proposed amodel to include some contextual information
from the user, yet this study is also limited to the aﬀective context only.
ĉedata available toperformcross-cultural studiesof emotion is limitedaswell.
To our knowledge, the few examples of cultural dedicated corpuses correspond to
the work of Caridakis et al. [ǐ] on enacted multimodal gestures from three Euro-
pean population groups and the work of Makatchev et al. [ǊǏ] with enacted in-
teractions of native American English and Arabic speakers. ĉe authors point out
that the small number of participants (ǉǉEnglish speakers andǉǋArabic speakers)
makes the corpus unsuitable for quantitative cross-cultural studies.
In addition, the issue on universality and speciėcity of emotions remains an
open question. Scherer [ǋǑ] describes expressions of emotion as a mix of psy-
chobiological, sociocultural and epochal factors. In his study he presents evidence
of the ongoing debate about universality versus speciėcity of emotions. His ėnd-
ings suggest that emotion encoding and decoding depend on the context of the
interaction.
Another latent problemat the timeof studying cross-cultural interactions is lan-
guage. Haidt et al. [ǉǏ] describe emotion words as poor anchors for cross-cultural
comparisons. ĉey point the need to look beyond the sixmost common emotions
for this type of comparisons.
Ǎ
ǉ.ǌ TļĹňĽň ŃŋĹŇŋĽĹŌ
ĉe current thesis is organized as follows: Chapter Ǌ presents a deep introduction
to the concepts of emotion and its relation to communication and culture. We ex-
plore in this chapter the ėeld of aﬀective computing and its role in humanmachine
interaction. In chapter ǋ, the experiments carried out to study the eﬀect of culture
in automatic emotion recognition are introduced. Chapter ǌ shows the eﬀect of
having culturally blind emotion recognition systems in human machine interac-
tion seĨings. ĉe ėnal conclusions of this work are presented in Chapter Ǎ, as well
as some pointers and recommendations for future work.
ǎ
We seldom realize, for example that our most private
thoughts and emotions are not actually our own. For we
think in terms of languages and images which we did not in-
vent, but which were given to us by our society
AlanWaĨs
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Emotions, expressions and culture
Ǌ.ǉ IłŉŇŃĸŊķŉĽŃł
EŁŃŉĽŃł ĵň ĵ ŌŃŇĸ Ľň ŊňĹĸ, lightly and constantly in daily life. ĉere are sev-
eral misconceptions when we refer to the emotions, for example, when a person is
catalogued as emotional orwhen emotions are associated to a speciėc gender or per-
sonality type. But what is actually an emotion? Is there anybody exempt from the
eﬀect of emotions? And does every individual perceives and expresses emotions
in the same manner?
A lot of the questions concerning emotions and how we experience them are
still obscure and mysterious. Anyhow, it is now clear that emotions play a critical
role in our activities, communication, decision making, etc. We are all emotional
beings. It was just a maĨer of time before the necessity of aﬀect inclusion in the
Ǐ
top notch devices and gadgets appeared.
In this chapter some basic concepts of emotions are explained; the role they
play in our daily life and communication. Also we go deeper in the question of
individuality and culture as a variable that modiėes our emotion expression and
perception, and what is the current state of aﬀairs of automatic emotion recogni-
tion in human machine interaction.
Ǌ.Ǌ CŃŁŁŊłĽķĵŉĽŃł ĵłĸ ļŊŁĵł ĹŁŃŉĽŃłň
Expressionsof emotions are embedded inhuman-to-humancommunication [Ǌǐ].
Emotion is interpreted by the communicating parties using diﬀerent hints such
as facial expressions, body language and vocal pitch. ĉe understanding of the
exchanged emotional information is crucial in a successful communication [ǊǑ].
For decades now, emotions, their expression andunderstanding have been studied
in several ėelds and the evidence shows the important role they play in our daily
lives [ǉǍ]. Based on the available research, it seems to be impossible to separate
emotions and their expressions from human interaction.
ĉere are several propositions on the role of emotions in communication. It
has been stated that emotions shape an individual’s response to their social envi-
ronment [ǉǍ]. Furthermore, emotions in communication seem to inĚuence the
communicating partners reciprocally [Ǌ]. For example, the interpretation of the
other’s emotional expressions can increase or decrease the trust between commu-
nication parties [ǉǊ] [ǉǐ]. ĉus, it is possible to say that the interpretation of the
bodily expressions modiėes the information being communicated and modulates
the interaction between individuals. Unconsciously, an individual will try to in-
duce the other’s internal emotional state in order to give meaning to the informa-
tion obtained.
Ǌ.Ǌ.ǉ TļĹŃŇĽĹň Ńĺ ĹŁŃŉĽŃł
ĉere is evidence of the study of emotion that sets back to the ǉǐǈǈ’swithDarwin’s
observations [ǉǉ] that hinted for the ėrst time the universality of emotions. In
ǐ
this initial theory, Darwin suggests that both humans and animals expressed the
same states ofmind using the same physicalmovements. James [Ǌǋ] proposes that
emotions are a result of physiological reactions to some speciėc event or external
stimulus, and then the emotional reactionwill depend on the interpretation of this
event. ĉis theoryproposes that an individualwouldunderstandhis orher internal
mental state based on the perception of his or her own physical reactions.
Currently, emotion is studied from diﬀerent focuses and specialties, yet there
is still no generally accepted concept or deėnition [ǋǐ]. ĉe deėnition or model
used to describe emotions determines as well how emotions are represented [Ǌǐ].
• Discrete Emotions. ĉe theory of discrete emotions assumes that there is a
set of basic or core emotions. Each of these basic emotions is supposed to
have a unique set of responses and experiences. ĉe number of emotions
that compose the basic set varies depending on the theory [ǉǌ], [Ǌǉ].
• Dimensional Emotions. On the other hand, the theory of dimensional emo-
tions suggests that emotional states are organized not as basic cores of emo-
tion, but in factors like valence (howpositive or negative an emotion is) and
arousal (how strong or weak such emotion is) [ǋǋ].
• Appraisal ĉeory. ĉis theory argues that an emotion is an episode of syn-
chronized and related changes in the state of an organism’s response to the
evaluation of an stimulus. ĉis stimulus or eventmay be external or internal
[ǋǏ], [Ǌǎ].
Ǌ.Ǌ.Ǌ HŊŁĵł ĹŁŃŉĽŃł ĵłĸ ĹŎńŇĹňňĽŃłň
A sly smile, a frown or a sigh can tell us a lot about the internal feeling of the people
surrounding us, either if we are in direct communication with them or not. ĉere
seems to be an intricate synchronization of diﬀerent features and bodily move-
ments when an emotion is expressed [ǌǉ]. ĉe set of correlations and timings that
are naturally and spontaneously presented in each expression cannot be emulated
consciously. On the other hand, it has been shown that stereotypical expressions
Ǒ
of emotions donot necessarilymatch the portrayed expression [Ǌǈ]. Aperson that
cries when feeling deep happiness is an example of this proposition.
Ǌ.ǋ CŇŃňň-ķŊŀŉŊŇĵŀ ĵňńĹķŉ Ńĺ ļŊŁĵł ĹŁŃŉĽŃłň
Universality of emotionshas beendebated sinceDarwin [ǉǉ]. Inhiswork,Darwin
presented correlations between facial expressions and emotions in diﬀerent sub-
jects. Ekman’s work [ǉǋ] in cross cultural studies has backed up the universality of
emotions through studies carried out within diﬀerent ethnic groups. Russell [ǋǌ]
presented strong evidence to disprove Ekman’s theory of universality and recent
evidence of diﬀerences in emotion perception [ǊǊ] questions the universality of
facial expressions.
It is important to point out that most of the work that has been done in order
to assess universality of emotions, has been carried out through the study of facial
cues. Furthermore, even though there are several theories of emotion available
[Ǌǐ], these studies mainly focus on the discrete categorization of emotions, e.g.
happy, sad, angry.
In emotion theory, the eﬀect of cultural context is in sending and receiving sub-
tle emotional cues is still an open question [ǋǑ]. Several psychological studies
suggest that culture plays a very important role in the mutual understanding of
emotions.
Ǌ.ǋ.ǉ DĹĺĽłĽŉĽŃł Ńĺ ķŊŀŉŊŇĹ
Culture is a broad concept as well as emotion. ĉere are many deėnitions of the
meaning of culture. As a general concept, culture can be deėned as a shared set of
values and norms [ǉǑ] [ǌǈ]. ĉis concept allows for diﬀerent levels of granularity,
being able to group people from a same area, ethnicity, nation or region. Culture
inĚuences the individual’s behavior and its interpretation unconsciously [ǋǊ].
ǉǈ
Ǌ.ǋ.Ǌ UłĽŋĹŇňĵŀĽŉŏ ļŏńŃŉļĹňĽň
Universality or speciėcity of emotions has been debated since the times ofDarwin
[ǉǉ]. Universality of emotions suggests that emotions can be recognized regard-
less of the cultural backgrounds of the sender and receiver. ĉis means that even
if two people belong to diﬀerent cultures, they would each be able to understand
what emotion is being transmiĨed by the other based on visual and auditory cues.
Ekman’s [ǉǋ]multicultural studies lead to the idea that there are six basic universal
emotions.
On theotherhand, speciėcity of emotions suggests that emotions are expressed
and interpreted diﬀerently across cultures. Russell’s work presents strong evidence
disproving Ekman’s theory of cultural universality [ǋǌ]. Recent evidence in emo-
tion perception questions the universality of facial emotions ( Jack et al. ǊǈǈǑ).
Although thequestionof cultural universalityor speciėcityof emotionhasbeen
a hot topic for several decades, today it remains without a deėnite answer. Most
of the work done to disentangle this question focuses on facial cues and utilizes
discrete categorization of emotions.
ĉeėrst issue for cross-cultural emotion studies is the lack of a common corpus
that can be used for analysis, modeling, training and testing. ĉere are very few
open emotion databases [ǉǎ] and none of these are constructed for the purpose
of cross-cultural comparisons. Developing a cross-cultural corpus poses its own
challenges: from basic and important points such as ways of gathering subjects
from diﬀerent cultures to complex points such as designing tasks simultaneously
suitable for diﬀerent cultures.
As mentioned in the previous section, most of the research done in this topic
is based on single cue analysis. Scherer [ǋǑ] describes expressions of emotion as
a mix of psychobiological, sociocultural and epochal factors. His study presents
evidence on the ongoing debate regarding cultural universality and speciėcity of
emotions. His ėndings suggest that emotion encoding and decoding depend on
the context of the interaction and suggestsmultimodality tomore deeply study the
question of cross-cultural emotions.
ǉǉ
Working with multiple cultures might imply working with several languages as
well. ĉis is another unresolved issue at the time of the interaction and analysis.
Haid and colleagues describe emotion words as poor anchors for cross-cultural
comparisons [ǉǏ]. Looking beyond the six most common emotions is suggested
for comparing diﬀerent cultures.
ĉe interest on the degree of universality of emotions arose actively more than
half a century ago [ǉǌ] and since then several hypothesis on the universality of
emotions have been presented [Ǌǉ]. ĉe vast majority of works done on auto-
matic recognition of emotions assume that emotions are universal and the cultural
variable of each individual is ignored. Still, current works in psychology show that
there is no agreement on the universality hypothesis. Further studies on the eﬀect
of individual cultural background are required in order to seĨle whether emotions
are really universal or speciėc to each culture.
Ǌ.ǋ.ǋ RĹķĹłŉ ĺĽłĸĽłĻň Ńł ŉļĹ ķŇŃňň-ķŊŀŉŊŇĵŀ ĺĵķŉŃŇ Ńĺ ĹŁŃŉĽŃłň
Scherer et al. describe in their state of the art review[ǋǑ] the advances on the de-
bate of both universality and speciėcity of emotions. In his paper, the surveyed
works show that it is not possible to assume that emotions are universal, but there
seems to be a lack of psychological evidence to support either position.
In previous years, the cultural question has been revisited. Failure to reach an
emotion recognition agreement from individuals of India andUSwas found in [ǎ],
using a cross-cultural analysis similar to Ekman’s research.
ĉrough a visual perception analysis, the group of Jack et al. found strong evi-
dence against thehypothesis of universalityof emotions [ǊǊ]. ĉeir research shows
that thewesterners and easterners do not represent the hypothetical six basic emo-
tions with the same facial movements. On top of this ėnding, the results of their
work show that intensity of the emotions varies in eye dynamics among cultures.
ĉe results depict the strong inĚuence culture has on shaping emotional behavior.
ǉǊ
Ǌ.ǌ AĺĺĹķŉĽŋĹ ķŃŁńŊŉĽłĻ ĵłĸ ļŊŁĵłŁĵķļĽłĹ ĽłŉĹŇĵķŉĽŃł
Ǌ.ǌ.ǉ TļĹŎľķŋŊ ĵłĸŎľŐŊ Ńĺ ĵĺĺĹķŉĽŋĹ ķŃŁńŊŉĽłĻ
One way to bridge the breach between human and computers is to provide tools
that understand the internal mental state of the users [ǋǉ]. Understanding the
emotional state of a user allows the machine to modify its responses accordingly.
ĉis new paradigm introduces the possibility of changing the current character of
interaction inwhich the user is typically expected to adapt to the computer instead
of the opposite, ideal way. Ever since, the research on emotion recognition has ad-
vanced and evolved over time and yet, due to the complexity of the task, it remains
an ongoing challenge [Ǎ].
ĉe ėeld of emotion recognition has been advancing quickly, yet the inclusion
of the cultural aspect is still missing from currently available emotion recognition
systems [ǉǎ].
Ǌ.ǌ.Ǌ TļĹ ňŉĵŉĹ Ńĺ ŉļĹ ĵŇŉ Ľł ĵŊŉŃŁĵŉĽķ ĹŁŃŉĽŃł ŇĹķŃĻłĽŉĽŃł
Due to the growth and advances in the ėeld of Aﬀective Computing, work on emo-
tion databases has also evolved. Still, most of the existing databases are focused
on the emotional content, neglecting technical aspects such as quality of the data
and management of huge amounts of information. An important point that has
not been explored deeply so far is the synchronization between multiple sensors
for recording multimodal interaction, to ėnd the relation between signals in time.
A prototypical emotion recognition system is developed by training a system
with several subjects’ emotional reactions. ĉere are single or multiple cue emo-
tion recognition systems. A single cue emotion recognition system is trained fo-
cusing in one of the physiological hints. For example, a single cue emotion recog-
nition system may be based on facial expressions only. A multiple cue emotion
recognition systemmixes several hints, such as facial expression and voice. Besides
audiovisual hints, other physiological signals such as brain waves or skin conduc-
tivity can also be used to train the emotion recognition system.
ǉǋ
Although the multimodal (multiple cue) emotion recognition systems and the
use of diﬀerent emotion theories (e.g. categorical and dimensional [Ǌǐ]) continue
to be popular among researchers, very few eﬀorts have been made to include con-
textual information such as cultural context in interaction systems.
Overall, emotion recognition models do not consider the individual’s context
in any level. ĉe recognition is usually performed in a straight forward manner,
ignoring personal characteristics of the individuals. In daily life, however, several
individual cues are a key in our understanding of another individual’s expressions.
Ǌ.ǌ.ǋ EŁŃŉĽŃł ŇĹķŃĻłĽŉĽŃł Ľł ļŊŁĵł ŁĵķļĽłĹ ĽłŉĹŇĵķŉĽŃł
ĉe ėeld of aﬀective computing has advanced a lot in the previous decades [ǉǎ].
Major eﬀorts have been carried out in each of the steps required to build an emo-
tion recognition system: data collection, modelling, analysis and interpretation.
Multimodality and continuous aﬀect are characteristics of the most recent sys-
tems. Even though researchers have explored diﬀerent theories of emotion, for
example, categorical and dimensional [Ǌǐ], most of the available systems assume
universality of emotions. LiĨle aĨention is put in the design of systems that con-
sider cultural context, thus aiming to model a system that can decode emotions of
any individual without considering his or her cultural background.
Several examples of the inclusion of emotions in human computer interaction
have proven the importance of the consideration of internal emotional state [ǋ],
[ǉ], [ǌ].
Ǌ.Ǎ DĽňķŊňňĽŃł
Even though the nature and mechanisms of emotion are still an open question,
there are now several cues and hints that validate their importance in our behavior.
Individuals constantly communicate their emotions as primary or secondarymes-
sage during communication and interaction whether this takes place with other
human beings or not. Given the main role emotions play in our interaction, it
ǉǌ
seems to be vital to include and consider them in the interactions that occur be-
tween human and machine.
ĉe notion of aﬀective computing is now widespread among several areas but
there are still important key points missing in the development of the ėeld, one of
them being the individual factor. ĉe theory of universality that has become per-
vasive in the general knowledge and even science has brought along several myths
that are taken as facts, inducing the research of emotions in human machine in-
teraction to skip the validation of the universality hypothesis from a point of view
of emotion recognition. ĉen, there is a lack of understanding of the eﬀect of the
users’ cultural backgroundwhen considering the users’ emotions during the inter-
action with the machine.
ǉǍ
But the eyes are blind. One must look with the heart . . .
Antoine de Saint-Exupery,ĉe LiĨle Prince
3
Cross-cultural emotion recognition
ǋ.ǉ IłŉŇŃĸŊķŉĽŃł
CŃŁŁŊłĽķĵŉĽŃł Ľň ŉļĹ ĶĵňĽň of our daily interaction with other people and a
complex process to transmit personal ideas to another individual. ĉis process
becomes even more challenging when the cultural background is diﬀerent among
interactingpeople. Emotions are basic components of the communicationprocess
aswell. Emotionalmessages throughnon-verbal behavior support andmodify our
communication [Ǌ].
Automatic understanding and assessment of emotions could bring strong ben-
eėts to a wide variety of areas [Ǒ]. Since the beginnings of Aﬀective Computing
[ǋǉ], the ėeld has advanced quickly: with initial aĨempts of recognition of emo-
tion from face-only pictures evolving to the current complex signal arrangements
ǉǎ
and multicue recognition systems.
Yet, notmuch focus has been given to cross-cultural recognition of emotions. It
is still an open question whether or not emotions are universal [ǋǑ]. Universality
of emotions can represent a problem in trying to build a single detector that ėts
any individual despite cultural background.
In this chapter we introduce two experiments carried out to collect emotion
data suitable to trainmodels that are able to consider the individual’s cultural back-
ground. In the ėrst experiment, individuals from around the world were recruited
and ėnally separated in three cultural groups: Europe, America and Asia. In the
second experiment, in order to provide a more speciėc corpus, individuals from
Latin America and Japan (as representatives of the Western and Eastern cultures)
were selected to take part in the data collection.
Five general requirements are considered for the cross-cultural emotion recog-
nition model construction:
• a) Cross-cultural corpus: In order to perform emotion recognition analysis
considering cultural diﬀerences, it is necessary to design an emotion recog-
nition experiment using an emotional corpus built with a focus on culture.
Due to the lack of databases with the features required for this study, it is
necessary to construct a corpus with emotional expressions and interac-
tions to use as training and testing material for the experiment. ĉis cor-
pus needs to include people from diﬀerent cultural backgrounds, and the
interactions need to be natural. Conventional studies work with posed or
acted interactions. Previous research have shown that when a person acts or
poses an emotion, the result tends to diﬀer fromnatural emotions in at least
two points: the timing and synchronization between features and motions
tend to be wrong, and the expressions exaggerated and, based on stereo-
types of how the posed expression should look (Wilting et al. Ǌǈǈǎ, Hoque
and Picard Ǌǈǉǉ). For our current purpose, we want to avoid these issues.
ĉus, we prepared an emotional corpuswith subjects fromdiﬀerent nation-
alities, interacting in situations that elicit emotional reactions in the partic-
ǉǏ
ipants. ĉe expressions that appeared during such emotional interactions
were recorded.
• b) Multimodality: ĉe model requires analysis of several cues to further
study the eﬀect of culture on diﬀerent audiovisual expressions. Facial ex-
pressions, headmotions and bodymovementswere considered as three dif-
ferent types of cues.
• c)ĉeoriesof emotion: Even thoughmost emotion research revolves around
the six basic emotions proposed by Ekman (ǉǑǑǌ), this study utilizes di-
mensional categorization of emotions (Russell ǉǑǐǈ). Two dimensions are
considered: valence, which means how positive or negative an emotion is;
and arousal, which represents the intensity of this emotion.
• d) Language: ĉe assessment of emotions forces subjects to assign linguis-
tic symbols to their feelings. ĉis is a point of bias in a cross-cultural context.
ĉe use of dimensional categorization of emotions diminishes the eﬀect of
linguistics. Besides assessment, stimuli that require deep understanding of
language could bias the interaction as well. To avoid such bias, pictures are
used as stimuli for the experimental interactions to record the emotion cor-
pus.
• e) Cultural Comparisons: ĉe ėnal goal of the corpus construction and ex-
periment is to compare the emotional expressions among diﬀerent cultures.
For this purpose, a model for each culture is prepared and then tested with
data from the diﬀerent cultures.
ǋ.Ǌ EŎńĹŇĽŁĹłŉ ǉ: MŊŀŉĽķŊŀŉŊŇĵŀ ĹŁŃŉĽŃł ŇĹķŃĻłĽŉĽŃł
ǋ.Ǌ.ǉ PŇŃķĹĸŊŇĹ
ĉe recordingdevices usedwere twohigh speed cameras to capture facial andhead
information and two high deėnition cameras, one for the head and one for the
body.
ǉǐ
Figure 3.2.1: Images were presented to the participants during the data col-
lection experiment to elicit some emotions in them. The images were obtained
from the GAPED database. The images in the database were proved good
emotion elicitators. In the ﬁgure on the left, there is an example of a positive
image, in the middle a neutral one, and on the left a negative example. The
images in the ﬁgure were obtained from the free stock image of deviantart
as an illustrative example of the stimuli, since its is forbidden to disclose the
original images of the database
A special roomwith no windows was used in order to control the experiment’s
illumination seĨings. ĉree diﬀerent sources of lightning were used, two from the
sides of the recording array and one on top of it. All the sensors were synchronized
together in order to be able to retrieve the correct samples from each of the devices
accurately in time to analyse multimodal cues.
Pictures were selected as a non-linguistic stimulus to obtain spontaneous emo-
tional displays from the participants. Images from theGAPEDdatabase [ǉǈ]were
selected to elicit emotions from the participants. ĉis database provides a value
for each picture which corresponds to the emotional valence. ĉis value was used
to evaluate the picture as positive or negative, which represents the picture’s emo-
tional ground truth. ĉe contents of the pictures range from pleasant images (for
example cute animals or babies) to unpleasant images (like spiders and gross sit-
uations). Examples of the images can be seen in ėgure ǋ.Ǌ.ǉ. It is important to
remark that the information of the pictures is not used further in the study. ĉe
only purpose of the pictures is to create some feeling or reaction in the participants.
Aěer the participation of the subjects is recorded, there is no relation between the
contents of the pictures and the emotional models we construct.
ǉǑ
ĉe emotional corpus is essential to developing correct emotion recognition
models. ĉe ecology of the corpus is important to reĚect real behavior, not only
for the analysis of cultural context, but also for future use in real life scenarios.
During the experiment, each participant was invited to enter the experimental
room and sit in a chair placed one meter away from the monitor where the im-
ages were displayed. Participants were then instructed to watch the pictures that
were automatically displayed on the screen. ĉe experimental room design can be
observed in ėgure ǋ.Ǌ.Ǌ
Aěer observing a picture, the participant was asked to assess his or her own
emotional state using a ėve point scale (from negative to positive, zero being neu-
tral). Two high deėnition cameras synchronized to each other recorded the whole
interaction. ĉeėrst camerawas focused on the face of the participant and the sec-
ond on the full body. Each session was recorded continuously.
ĉe pictures were presented in a random order for Ǎ seconds each, with a grey
screen displayed for ǋ seconds between pictures to let the participant rest. In to-
tal each participant observes Ǌǈ pictures: ǐ positive, ǐ negative and ǌ neutral. To
avoid language artifacts the study was based in dimensional description of emo-
tions, using emotional valence for the experiments.
ǋ.Ǌ.Ǌ PĵŇŉĽķĽńĵłŉň
ĉirty six naive people from diﬀerent countries participated voluntarily in the ex-
periment. ĉeir ages range from Ǌǉ to ǋǍ, ǉǌ of the participants were female and
ǉǑ male. A region breakdown of the participants can be observed in Table ǋ.Ǌ.ǉ.
Each of them had diﬀerent educational backgrounds from undergraduate to post-
doctoral fellows, from the University of Tsukuba and nearby research centers. En-
glish proėciency ranged from intermediate to native.
Ǌǈ
Figure 3.2.2: The data collection experiment was carried out in a close
space. A chair was placed for the participant to sit, right in front of the ar-
range of cameras and the screen. A high speed camera was used to record the
facial expressions and head moements and a high deﬁnition camera was em-
ployed to record the full body expressivity. In order to provide a better image
recording quality, three sources of light (one in over the cameras and two to
the sides of the participant) were used
Ǌǉ
Table 3.2.1: Subjects Breakdown by Region
Region Sub-Region ƺ Total
Africa North ǋ ǌCentral ǉ
America
Caribbean Ǌ
Central ǋ ǐ
South ǋ
Asia
East Ǎ
Central ǌ
West ǉ ǉǍ
South-East ǋ
South Ǌ
Europe
West Ǌ
South ǋ Ǐ
East Ǌ
Oceania Australia ǉ Ǌ
Melanesia ǉ
ǋ.Ǌ.ǋ Dĵŉĵ ķŃŀŀĹķŉĽŃł
FĹĵŉŊŇĹ AłłŃŉĵŉĽŃł
Twenty-nine features were labeled for face, head motions and body movements.
ĉe features were chosen considering the frequency of movement among all par-
ticipants. A feature is considered signiėcant if it is observed more than Ǎ times in
at least Ǌ independent participants from any cultural group.
Facial Features: Inner eyebrowsup, outer eyebrowraiser, eyebrow lowerer, frown,
eyelid tightener, eyelids towards each other, multiple blinks, smile, laugh, abnor-
mal breathing, nose wrinkle, jaw drop, lip pressor, lip suck, lip corner puller, lip
corner depressor, jaw sideways, swallow, chin raiser.
Head Features: move head, move head away, nod, say no, tilt head
Body Features: move ėnger up and down, move hands, touch or scratch with
the hand, press hand, move leg.
ǊǊ
EŁŃŉĽŃłĵŀ AłłŃŉĵŉĽŃł
Emotional annotation refers to the emotion label assigned to an observed interac-
tion. ĉis label is considered the “real” emotion that the participant in the video
segments is feeling. Labels are necessary to train amodel and perform associations
between interactions and elicited feelings.
ĉere are several techniques to assignemotion labels to the segments. Wechose
to assign the participant’s self-report of emotion as emotion label. Self-report of
emotions is considered valid in the cases when subjects report “currently experi-
enced” emotions[Ǌǐ]. For this experiment the participant’s emotionwas reported
immediately aěer he or she observed the image, thus this labeling technique is ap-
propriate for our investigation.
Since our interest in this study is to analyze the expression of emotions in dif-
ferent cultures, not understanding of emotions, we do not include the emotional
judgment of third parties [ǋǑ].
ǋ.Ǌ.ǌ AłĵŀŏňĽň ĵłĸ ŇĹňŊŀŉň
ĉe collected data was post processed in segments. Each segment consists in the
time lapse between the instant when the stimulus is presented in the screen for the
participant toobserveuntil it is removed from the screenǍ seconds later. Examples
of still shots of the videos recordedduring the interaction canbe observed in ėgure
ǋ.Ǌ.ǋ.
Inorder to study the eﬀect of culture in the expressivity of emotion, participants
were separated in three groups: America, Asia andEurope. Eight participants’ data
was feature-labeled, for a total of ǉǎǈ segments. ĉis ǉǎǈ segments are represented
by ǎǏ negative pictures (ǌǏ rated as -Ǌ and Ǌǈ rated as -ǉ), Ǌǌ neutral pictures and
ǎǑ positive pictures (Ǌǐ rated as ǉ and ǌǉ rated as Ǌ).
ĉere are several common classiėers used for emotion recognition tasks [ǉǎ].
We chose Support Vector Machines (SVM) to train each model. An implementa-
tion of SVM from SVM-KMToolbox [ǎ] with Gaussian kernel was employed for
Ǌǋ
Figure 3.2.3: Participants from diﬀerent cultural backgrounds joined the
data collection experiment. In this ﬁgure, stillshots of spontaneous expres-
sions shown by the participants during the experiment are presented. The top
row shows participants that observed negative images. The bottom row shows
participants that observed positive images. Participants nationalities: (top row
from left to right) Costa Rica, India, (bottom row) Hungary, France, Brazil,
India (Picture published with the permission of the participants)
Ǌǌ
training and testing.
ĉe annotated data was coupled in vectors to train the emotion models, where
the observed features are coupled to the reported emotion. In this case, we chose
the emotion valence labels positive (+ǉ, +Ǌ) and negative (-ǉ, -Ǌ). Each training
vector has the following shape:
Eij = (ėjȕ, ėjȖ,…, ėjȕȝ, hijȕ, hijȖ,…, hijș, b ijȕ, b ijȖ,…, b ijș)
where i represents the participant’s ID, j the number of picture the participant
observed, E is the reported emotion, ėjk refers to each labeled facial feature (k =
ǉ,Ǌ,…,ǉǑ), hijl indicates the headmotions (l = ǉ,Ǌ,…,Ǎ), bijm represents the body
movements (m = ǉ,Ǌ,…,Ǎ). Vectors were chosen for training and testing themod-
els based on participant i’s culture.
A leave one out cross-validation (LOOCV) procedure was selected in order
to use all the vectors for training and testing each model, using each vector as an
independent test exactly once. LOOCV consists of training a model with n-ǉ vec-
tors and testing it with the remaining one, where n represents the total amount
of vectors. ĉe training is performed n times, testing a diﬀerent vector each time.
LOOCV has been chosen instead of data partitioning to avoid biasing the model
towards speciėcparticipants to avoid individual expressionbias. Two training strate-
gies were employed: intra-cultural and cross-cultural.
Intra-Cultural EmotionRecognition refers to emotion recognition inside a sin-
gle culture. ĉat is, the model is trained and tested within the same culture. An
Intra-Cultural Emotion Recognition experiment was performed for each of the
three cultures in this study. It is necessary to examine the recognition resultswithin
a culture before proceeding to analyze cross-cultural scenarios.
Table ǋ.Ǌ.Ǌ presents a summary of the recognition rates and recognition accu-
racy per culture in the intra-cultural emotion recognition paradigm. While par-
ticipants from American and Asian cultures achieved a reasonable accuracy rate,
participants fromEuropean cultures achieved a very low accuracy rate. In all three
cultures it was easier for the model to recognize positive expressions of emotion
than negative ones. Participant from Asian cultures achieved the best recognition
ǊǍ
Table 3.2.2: Recognition results for positive and negative valence and general
accuracy of emotion recognition per culture
Culture Positive Negative Accuracy
American ǈ.ǎǌ ǈ.ǍǑ ǈ.ǎǊ
Asian ǈ.Ǐǋ ǈ.ǎǋ ǈ.ǎǐ
European ǈ.ǌǎ ǈ.ǌǈ ǈ.ǌǋ
Table 3.2.3: Accuracy rates per training/testing trial in the cross-cultural
recognition paradigm
Trained Culture
Tested Culture American Asian European
American ǈ.ǌǎ ǈ.ǌǐ
Asian ǈ.ǍǊ ǈ.ǎǌ
European ǈ.Ǎǐ ǈ.ǎǋ
accuracy among the three culture groups.
As for the Cross-Cultural Emotion Recognition, the models trained with data
from one culture are then tested using data from a diﬀerent culture. For example,
anemotionmodel trainedwithAmericandata is testedwithAsiandata. ĉat is, the
model is trained and tested within the same culture. ĉis type of scenario repre-
sents the recognition aĨempt of individuals from one culture over the expressions
of people from a diﬀerent cultural background.
Table ǋ.Ǌ.ǋ presents a summary of the recognition rates and recognition accu-
racy per culture in the cross-cultural emotion recognition paradigm. A decrease
in the recognition rates can be observed from the intra cultural rates except in the
Asia-Europe scenario.
ǋ.Ǌ.Ǎ SŊŁŁĵŇŏ
Emotion recognition of positive and negative emotions was obtained from our
cross-cultural dataset. ĉis ėnding suggest that it is possible to ėnd agreement
points between the expression of dimensional emotions between cultures.
Ǌǎ
ĉe results indicate that the model is able to recognize the emotions for the
American and Asian cultures with good accuracy. In the case of the European
model, the recognition accuracy is low. Further analyzing this issue, variability
inside the diﬀerent cultures that are represented in our corpus by the label ”Eu-
rope”’ was recognized as a possible reason for the low recognition accuracy of the
European model. ĉe corpus is based on subjects from Spain, France and Hun-
gary. Although the countries belong to the same continent, their cultural back-
grounds are quite diﬀerent; behavioral expressivity seems to be diﬀerent as well.
From this issue, we can understand that it is necessary to deėne a more sensitive
cultural ėlter. Continental grouping seems to be too broad to reĚect the nuances
of the diﬀerent cultural populations.
Overall, the cross-cultural emotion recognition model had lower accuracy re-
sults comparedwith the intra-culturalmodels. Suchdecrease in the result indicates
that a model trained to understand emotional expressions from a speciėc culture
fails to recognize with the same accuracy emotional expressions from subjects of
a diﬀerent culture. ĉis ėnding suggests cultural speciėcity of expression of emo-
tions. Within a universal context, a model trained with subjects from a single cul-
ture should not suﬀer a recognition rate decrease when new subjects are tested,
despite their cultural background.
It is possible to understand that expressions of participants in theEuropean cor-
pus had low similarity to those participants in the American corpus. On the other
hand, there seems to be closer emotion expressivity between the European and
Asian. Nevertheless, it is still necessary to reėne both corpuses before reaching a
conclusion regarding the relative similarity amongst the three cultural groups.
ǋ.ǋ EŎńĹŇĽŁĹłŉǊ: LĵŉĽł-AŁĹŇĽķĵłĵłĸJĵńĵłĹňĹĹŁŃŉĽŃłŇĹķŃĻ-
łĽŉĽŃł
According to the results of experiment ǉ, we decided to make a more speciėc cor-
pus in order to study further the cultural aspect of emotion expressions. Onewest-
ern culture (Latin-America) and one oriental culture ( Japanese) were chosen for
ǊǏ
the comparisons. A similar experiment to the one described in the previous sec-
tion was carried out.
ǋ.ǋ.ǉ PŇŃķĹĸŊŇĹ
ĉe experimental procedure for this second experiment follows the steps of the
procedure in Experiment ǉ. ĉe only diﬀerence lays in the number of stimuli pre-
sented to each participant. In this case ǐ images of each valence group (negative,
neutral, positive) were shown randomly to each participant.
ǋ.ǋ.Ǌ PĵŇŉĽķĽńĵłŉň
Individuals from Japan and the Latin American countries are recruited to partici-
pate in thedata collection experiment. In total ǍǏparticipants join the experiment:
ǋǈ Latin-American subjects (ǉǊ female – ǉǐ male) and ǊǏ Japanese subjects (ǉǈ
female – ǉǏmale) currently living in the city of Tsukuba, Japan. ĉe average age of
the participants is ǊǑ.ǐ years old (ǊǊ – ǌǍ years old).
ĉe recording sessions are carried in a period of two weeks. Each participant
proceeds individually and voluntarily to the data collection session.
ǋ.ǋ.ǋ Dĵŉĵ ķŃŀŀĹķŉĽŃł
FĹĵŉŊŇĹ AłłŃŉĵŉĽŃł
ĉe feature annotation on the collected data was performed automatically using
theOpenFrameworks’ FaceTracking toolbox [ǋǎ] toextract facial points andhead
position in three dimensions.
EŁŃŉĽŃłĵŀ AłłŃŉĵŉĽŃł
Emotional annotation refers is in the same manner as the previous experiment,
done by the participants’ self-report of experienced emotion aěer observing each
image.
Ǌǐ
Table 3.3.1: Intra-cultural emotion recognition precision
Culture Positive Negative
Latinamerican ǎǈ.Ǒƻ Ǎǋ.ǉƻ
Japanese ǎǉ.Ǎƻ ǍǏ.Ǐƻ
Mix Ǎǌ.Ǎƻ ǌǍ.Ǎƻ
ǋ.ǋ.ǌ AłĵŀŏňĽň ĵłĸ ŇĹňŊŀŉň
Aěer all the data is collected, the segmentation and database creation process are
started. ĉeėrst step to shape the database is to segment the recordeddata in short
session. Each observation and evaluation of a stimulus is considered a session in
thedatabase. ĉedatabase is stored inSQLite, thismakes it easy tobrowse through
the data. Relevant non-private information about the participant is stored as well
for example nationality, gender, wears glasses or not, etc.
Figures ǋ.ǋ.ǉ, ǋ.ǋ.Ǌ and ǋ.ǋ.ǋ present still frames of expressions captured by the
high speed camera focused to the participant’s face. ĉeėgures portray three emo-
tional clusters: positive, negative and neutral emotions, respectively. ĉis classi-
ėcation corresponds to the emotion reported by the participants themselves and
they might diﬀer from the original emotional tag of the stimuli they saw; we con-
sider the participant’s self-report as the “real” emotional valence. ĉe participants
on the top row are Japanese and the participants from the boĨom row are Latin-
American. Even though the participants are not aware of the emotional goal of the
experiment and they complete the stimuli rating task alone, expression changes
can be observed in each emotional valence block.
In a similar manner as Experiment ǉ, two emotion recognition scenarios were
studied: intra-cultural andcross-cultural. SVMwere alsoused in this case,with the
python toolbox scikit-learn [ǋǈ]. Due to the amount of data k-fold cross validation
was utilized.
Intra-cultural emotion recognition
Table ǋ.ǋ.ǉ shows the precision of recognition per culture in positive and neg-
ative valence. It is important to note howmixing both cultures in a single set does
ǊǑ
Table 3.3.2: Cross-cultural emotion recognition precision
Positive Negative
Tested \Trained Latinam. Japanese Latinam. Japanese
Latinam. ǎǈ.Ǒƻ ǍǍƻ Ǎǋ.ǉƻ ǌǍƻ
Japanse Ǎǈƻ ǎǉ.Ǎƻ ǌǍƻ ǍǏ.Ǐƻ
Table 3.3.3: Cross-cultural emotion recognition precision detail (positive)
Positive +ǉ +Ǌ
Tested \Trained Latinam. Japanese Latinam. Japanese
Latinam. ǎǏ.Ǎƻ ǎǈƻ ǍǑ.ǐƻ ǌǏƻ
Japanse ǎǌƻ Ǐǌƻ ǋǐƻ ǎǍ.Ǒƻ
not produce beĨerment in the recognition results. Given that the mix of cultures
did not produce satisfactory results, we continue working with the two cultural
groups only.
Cross-cultural emotion recognition
Table ǋ.ǋ.Ǌ presents the results of the cross-cultural test. ĉe columns represent
the culture used to train the models, while the rows represent the culture tested.
For example, the original results of Japanese positive valence was ǎǉ.Ǎƻ, but when
the same data is tested using a recognition model trained with Latin-American
data, the precision rate decreases to Ǎǈƻ. A performance decrease is observed in
all the conditions.
ĉen, weproceed to analyze the degree of positive or negative valence using the
same procedure. Tables ǋ.ǋ.ǋ and ǋ.ǋ.ǌ show the results of the test. In this case, it
Table 3.3.4: Cross-cultural emotion recognition precision detail (negative)
Negative -ǉ -Ǌ
Tested \Trained Latinam. Japanese Latinam. Japanese
Latinam. ǎǉ.Ǒƻ ǌǐƻ ǎǉ.ǐƻ ǎǋƻ
Japanse Ǎǋƻ ǎǊ.Ǒƻ Ǎǉƻ ǎǉ.ǉƻ
ǋǈ
is easier for the model to recognize milder valence of emotion (+/- ǉ) in compari-
son with stronger valence of the emotion (+/-Ǌ), suggesting more variation in the
expression of higher valence expressions.
An interesting case in our test in which the precision rate is similar to the orig-
inal rate, happened when the Japanese data was tested using the Latin-American
model. ĉe original recognition precision rate was ǎǉ.ǉƻ and through the Latin-
American model we obtain ǎǋƻ. ĉis ėnding suggests that there are similar ex-
pressions between Japanese and Latin American very negative emotions but there
is more variation in the way Japanese people express them in comparison with the
Latin American culture.
ǋ.ǌ DĽňķŊňňĽŃł
Two diﬀerent experiments for data collection and their respective emotion recog-
nition models. Two diﬀerent training and testing scenarios were presented: a)
intra-cultural scenario, in which the model is trained with data of a culture and
tested within the same culture. ĉis scenario represents the individuals from a
culture that perceive and recognize emotions of people within their same culture.
b) cross-cultural scenario, in this case a model is trained with data of a culture and
then tested with data from a diﬀerent culture. ĉis case represents the cases when
an individual tries to recognize emotions from people outside of his or her own
culture.
In the ėrst experiment three geographical cultural ėlters were tested American,
European and Asian. Aěer the analyis, the results show hints of culture speciėcity
yet due to the non speciėc characteristics of the original data it is not possible to
draw strong conclusions from the results. In order to study further the hints ob-
tained in this experimetn, a secondexperiment is carriedoutwithmore specialized
data. Two cultural groups are chosen to represent the West and the East: Latin
American and Japan.
ǋǉ
Figure 3.3.1: Japanese and Latin American participants joined the second
data collection experiment. This experiment was carried in the same manner
as experiment 1. The ﬁgure shows stillshots of spontaneous expressions of
participants that observed negative images. The top row shows Japanese
participants and the bottom one, Latin American.(Picture published with the
permission of the participants)
ǋǊ
Figure 3.3.2: Japanese and Latin American participants joined the second
data collection experiment. This experiment was carried in the same man-
ner as experiment 1. The ﬁgure shows stillshots of spontaneous expressions
of participants that observed neutral images. The top row shows Japanese
participants and the bottom one, Latin American.(Picture published with the
permission of the participants)
ǋǋ
Figure 3.3.3: Japanese and Latin American participants joined the second
data collection experiment. This experiment was carried in the same manner
as experiment 1. The ﬁgure shows stillshots of spontaneous expressions of
participants that observed positive images. The top row shows Japanese
participants and the bottom one, Latin American.(Picture published with the
permission of the participants)
ǋǌ
ĉe results of experiment two show a drop in the recognition rate when com-
paring the intra-cultural and cross-cultural experiments up to Ǌǈƻ. ĉis drop sug-
gests the correlation between the expression of positive and negative emotions
with the person’s cultural background, thus it is possible to say that there is a cul-
tural speciėc factor when recognizing expressions of emotion.
ǋǍ
Marvin: I’ve been talking to the main computer.
Arthur: And?
Marvin: It hates me.
Douglas Adams, Hitchhiker’s Guide to the Galaxy
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Providing emotional eyes to themachine
ǌ.ǉ IłŉŇŃĸŊķŉĽŃł
Ił ĻĹłĹŇĵŀ, ĵł ĹŁŃŉĽŃł ŇĹķŃĻłĽŉĽŃł ŁŃĸĹŀ, is aĨached to interaction sys-
tems hoping to grasp more information about the users’ internal state, in order
to increase the system performance and the user’s satisfaction. In this interaction
experiment, our goal is to assess the consequences in performance produced by
the disregard of users’ cultural backgroundwhen an emotion recognitionmodel is
included.
ǋǎ
USER SYSTEM
Face picture input
Facial parameter
meassurement
Face type classific
& size choice
First eyeglass
generation design
Presentation of
the eyeglasses
User evaluation
Satisfied?
New eyeglass gen
design based on the
user evaluation
Eyeglasses that 
satisfy the user
Figure 4.2.1: Eyeglass design system ﬂow
ǌ.Ǌ MĹŉļŃĸň
Having acknowledged the importance of culture in emotion recognition models,
the next step of our study is to analyze the eﬀect of the cultural dimension in a hu-
man machine interaction system scenario. For this experiment we chose an eye-
glass design system [ǋǍ].
ĉis interactive system takes the user’s subjective opinion of the produced eye-
glasses to design in each iteration new eyeglasses that match beĨer the user’s pref-
erence or taste. We included our emotion recognition model in this interaction to
obtain information on the user’s internal state about each pair of eyeglasses pre-
sented to him or her, and to use this emotional information as an alternate input
to the system to describe the user’s preference to the product.
ǌ.Ǌ.ǉ EŏĹĻŀĵňň ĸĹňĽĻł ňŏňŉĹŁ
ĉesystem receives as an initial input a picture of the user’s face. ĉen, facial points
are selected from the picture: three points from one eyebrow, one point per each
iris and one point in the middle of this and the facial contour. Using this informa-
ǋǏ
Figure 4.2.2: On the left the image taken at the beginning of the trial.
On the right, a pair of eyeglasses created by the system with the evaluation
screen. The user can evaluate the eyeglasses in general according to his or
her satisfaction and partial evaluation of shape, frame thickness and size. The
eyeglasses picture is presented to the user for 3 seconds before presenting the
evaluation panel.
tion to feed an interactive genetic algorithm (IGA) based in eyeglass design rules;
the system generates an initial group of glasses.
ĉe user evaluates each pair of eyeglasses based on his or her opinion about
them on a scale from -Ǌ to Ǌ, using an evaluation screen like the one that is pre-
sented in ėg. Ǌ right. Aěer, the user must evaluate three diﬀerent characteristics of
the glasses: shape, width of the border and size. ĉese characteristics have to be
evaluated as negative, neutral or positive. Finally, the user must choose the best
glasses from each generation.
ĉe general evaluation corresponds to the ėtness evaluation for each individual
(eyeglass). ĉe partial evaluations are saved for mutation indices. ĉen, the indi-
vidual chosen as best of the generation is chosen as elite individual, thus carried to
the next generation. ĉe user can continue geĨing and selecting eyeglasses until
reaching satisfaction. ĉe system Ěow can be observed in ėgure ǌ.Ǌ.ǉ.
ǋǐ
Figure 4.2.3: Best eyeglass selection screen
ǌ.Ǌ.Ǌ EŎńĹŇĽŁĹłŉĵŀ ĸĹňĽĻł
ĉe eyeglass design system has been adapted for experimental purposes. From
each generation, four eyeglasses are presented to the subject, one by one. First, the
eyeglasses image is presented to the subject for Ǎ seconds, aěer this the evaluation
panel is displayed. Figure ǌ.Ǌ.Ǌ shows an example of an eyeglass designed for a
subject. On the leě, there is the picture that was inpuĨed to the system at the
beginning of the trial. On the right the subject’s picture with eyeglasses designed
by the system and the evaluation panel displayed.
Aěer the user has evaluated the four eyeglasses, he/shemust choosewhich one
he/she considers to be the best. An example of this best eyeglass evaluation screen
can be observed in ėg. ǌ.Ǌ.ǋ. ĉe user can continue this process until reaching
satisfaction, or aěer reaching the ǉǈth generation.
In order to evaluate the system’s performance, once the subject has chosen the
ǋǑ
Figure 4.2.4: The ﬁnal screen of the experiment presents the top best eye-
glasses and two randomly generated eyeglasses. The user has 150 points to
distribute among the 4 pairs of eyeglasses in order to create a preference rank.
glasses that satisfy him/her the most, the system presents a ėnal screen with two
of the best glasses generated by the system’s evaluation process and two eyeglasses
generated randomly. ĉe user must rank the four eyeglasses according to prefer-
ence. Fig. ǌ.Ǌ.ǌ shows an example of this screen. In the ėgure, the two eyeglasses
in the top row correspond to the eyeglasses designed by the system and the bot-
tom Ǌ eyeglasses correspond to random production. ĉe user is naïve about the
randomly produced eyeglasses.
For the human machine interaction experiment, we embedded the emotion
recognitio models obtained in the Emotion Recognition trials of Chapter ǋ. ĉe
interaction Ěow for the experiment including emotion recognition is represented
in ėgure ǌ.Ǌ.ǎ. During the experimental trials, the emotion recognition models
ǌǈ
were fedwith real time data from the users head and facial movements and expres-
sions using a tracking toolbox based on the algorithm by Saragih et al [ǋǎ]. Using
the tracked data, feature vectors were created to be inpuĨed in the models in or-
der to obtain an internal emotion state estimation. Figure ǌ.Ǌ.Ǎ shows on top the
result of applying the tracking toolbox to an image. ĉe toolbox provides infor-
mation on ǌǐ three dimensional facial points and head position, yet the ǉǎ points
presented in the boĨom image were used to create the vectors in the samemanner
as explained in the previous chapter.
ĉree diﬀerent experimental scenarios were set up: (ǉ) Subject’s correct cul-
ture emotion recognitionmodel, (Ǌ) Subject’s wrong culture emotion recognition
model, (ǋ) No emotion recognition (from now on we will refer to as “Direct Eval-
uation”). Each participant of the experiment evaluates each of the three scenarios.
In the scenarios (ǉ) and (Ǌ), when the direct evaluation is not used, the system
considers the emotional reactions of the participants aěer observing each picture
of the eyeglasses as “general evaluation of the eyeglasses”. ĉus, the system consid-
ers if the reaction was positive or negative and the degree of the emotion expres-
sion. For example, a very negative emotional expression at the time of observing
the eyeglasses will represent a “-Ǌ” evaluation. In the scenario (ǋ), as in the origi-
nal system, the general opinion on the eyeglasses will be given directly through the
interface by the user.
ĉe input of the IGA ėtness function will depend on the scenario. In scenario
(ǉ) and (Ǌ) the ėtness value of each eyeglass is the valence output of the respec-
tive emotion recognition model. In the case of scenario (ǋ), the ėtness value cor-
responds to the direct evaluation of the user, through the general evaluation drop-
down of the interface.
As a comparison evaluation, the best two top glasses of each scenario and a set
of two random eyeglasses are printed and presented as sets to the participant. ĉe
ėnal task of the participant is to rank the sets according to his/her preference. In
this case also, the subject is unaware of the origin of each set of glasses; all the sets
ǌǉ
Figure 4.2.5: The user’s facial expressions and movements were tracked from
a 30FPS (frames per second) webcam. Facial points were tracked using the
ofFaceTracker toolbox [36]. An example of the tracking can be seen on top
of the image. Information of the head position is also extracted from the face
points’ information. Based on heuristic trials the 16 points shown at the bot-
tom of the image were selected to create the vectors.
ǌǊ
Figure 4.2.6: The ﬁgure shows the interaction ﬂow between the user and the
eyeglass system. The system recommends eyeglasses to the user, who evalu-
ates them. The system considers the user’s reactions and partial evaluation
to provide new recommendations until the user ﬁnds a satisfying pair of eye-
glasses.
ǌǋ
are presented as results of the interaction system. An example of this evaluation
stage can be seen in ėgure ǌ.Ǌ.Ǐ
ǌ.Ǌ.ǋ PĵŇŉĽķĽńĵłŉň
Nineteen people (ǉǈ Latin-American and Ǒ Japanese) participated in the experi-
ment. ĉey all came voluntarily and signed a participation agreement aěer listen-
ing to the explanation of the tasks.
ǌ.Ǌ.ǌ AłĵŀŏňĽň ĵłĸ ŇĹňŊŀŉň
ĉecorrectnessof the systemproductionwas conėrmed through the ranking among
top eyeglasses and random eyeglasses in each scenario. ĉismeans that the system
is indeed capable of designing eyeglasses that match the user’s taste.
Fig. ǌ.Ǌ.ǐ shows the results of the comparison among all experimental sce-
narios. ĉe eyeglasses produced by the correct emotion recognition system and
the direct evaluation of the user were the most preferred. ĉe random generated
glasses were the least preferred.
Furthermore, ėg. ǌ.Ǌ.ǐ presents the performance comparison of both emo-
tion recognition models in the system. ĉe label “Correct-Culture Emo” refers
to the scenario in which the expressions of the user were analyzed using the emo-
tion recognition model of his/her culture. For example, if the subject’s culture is
Japanese, it refers to the case in which the Japanese emotion recognition model
was utilized. On the other hand the label “Wrong-Culture Emo” refers to the case
in which the emotion recognition model does not correspond to the participant’s
culture. For example, if the subject’s culture is Latin-American, it refers to the case
in which the Japanese emotion recognition model was utilized.
ĉe results show that the eyeglasses produced by the user’s correct emotion
recognition model are preferred in comparison with the eyeglasses produced by
ǌǌ
DIRECT
EVALUATIONs
RIGHT 
CULTURE
EMOTION 
RECOGNITION
WRONG
CULTURE
EMOTION 
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RANDOM
Figure 4.2.7: To evaluate the diﬀerent experimental environments, the par-
ticipant is asked to rank sets of top 2 ranked eyeglasses of each environment
(selected through points by the participant) and a set of 2 randomly generated
eyeglasses. In this example, the participant preferred the eyeglasses generated
through direct evaluation, followed by the eyeglasses produced using the emo-
tion recognition model of Latin American culture. The randomly generated
eyeglasses were the least preferred. (Picture published with the permission of
the participant)
ǌǍ
Figure 4.2.8: The graph shows the ranking results of the diﬀerent experimen-
tal scenarios. It is considered a good result when the pair of eyeglasses was
ranked ﬁrst or second.
using the model that did not match the user’s culture. ĉis time we consider a
“good” preference if the eyeglass is chosen as ėrst or second in the ėnal ranking
performed by the user. Wilcoxon rank sum test shows that the results presented in
ėg. ǌ.Ǌ.ǐ have a signiėcance of p < ǈ.ǈǍ.
Finally, ėg. ǌ.Ǌ.ǉǈ shows the performance comparison between the eyeglasses
produced by the direct evaluations of the participants (through the interface gen-
eral evaluationof each eyeglass) and theones producedusing the subject’s reaction
to each eyeglass considering the subject’s culture.
ĉe results do not show a signiėcant diﬀerence between both groups, this ėnd-
ing suggest that the emotion recognition model considering the correct culture
can perform as good as a direct evaluation from the users of the system. Within
the three diﬀerent scenarios of the experimental set up, the one that performed the
worst was the scenario in which the emotion recognition system failed to match
the participant’s culture. ĉis ėnding shows that whilst trying to obtain a beĨer
ǌǎ
Figure 4.2.9: Comparison between the correct culture and wrong culture
emotion recognition.
ǌǏ
Figure 4.2.10: Comparison between direct evaluation and correct culture
emotion recognition
ǌǐ
performance by aiming to understanding the participant’s emotions and expres-
sions, the performance of the interaction systemmight be compromised if the cul-
tural dimension is not considered.
ǌ.ǋ DĽňķŊňňĽŃł
We have introduced an experiment to test the inĚuence of culture for emotion
recognition in human machine interaction scenarios.
ĉe results show interesting ėndings: ǉ. the performance of the system and
the user satisfaction dropped when the wrong culture’s emotion recognition sys-
tem was employed during the interaction. Ǌ. the performance of the system and
user satisfaction was as good in the cases where the user was asked directly com-
pared with those that the system inferred from reading the user’s emotional state.
ǋ. Using the wrong culture emotion recognition system obtained worse results
than using no emotion recognition system at all.
ĉese results suggest that an emotion recognition system that assesses users’
emotions considering the cultural background can be used as a reliable predictor
of the user’s satisfaction.
ǌǑ
It is a far, far beĪer thing that I do, than I have ever done;
it is a far, far beĪer rest that I go to than I have ever known.
Charles Dickes, Tale of Two Cities
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Conclusion
TļĹ ĽłŉĹŇĹňŉ Ńĺ ńŀĵķĽłĻ ŉļĹ ŊňĹŇ, as the center of human machine interac-
tion has made clear the urge of understanding the internal state of people in such
scenarios. Adding the user’s emotional state as part of the input to a system is ex-
pected to beneėt the interaction.
In this thesis, we studied the eﬀect that culture has in the expression of emo-
tions, andhow this aﬀects the interaction scenario betweenhumans andmachines.
Ǎ.ǉ CŇŃňň-ķŊŀŉŊŇĵŀ ķŃłŉĹŎŉ
Aiming to study the expressivity diﬀerences by culture, three groups with data in-
dividuals from Europe, America and Asia were prepared to train and test emotion
models. Following an intra culture and cross-culture schema the diﬀerent models
Ǎǈ
were trained and tested. ĉe intra cultural results of the European group hinted
an issue in the granularity of the cultural ėlter: having diﬀerent cultures inside the
group with diﬀerent expressivity levels stopped the model from being able to rec-
ognize correctly the group’s emotion expressions. ĉus, we understood it was nec-
essary to use a smaller ėlter of cultural grouping.
Using spontaneous data, several models were then trained grouping per cul-
tures: a western culture (Latin-American) and an eastern culture ( Japanese). Af-
ter obtaining baseline results for recognition rates inside of the same culture, the
trainedmodels were switched and tested with data from the opposite culture. ĉe
decrease in the recognition rates shows that the cultural factor is important for
emotion recognition models.
Based on this result, we consider it is important to have cultural aware emotion
recognitionmodels. Even thoughdiﬀerent culturesmayhave commonexpressive-
ness points – as presented, for example, in the case of Latin-American very nega-
tive expressions in comparison with those of Japanese individuals – in general, the
model’s performance is expected to decrease.
ĉeobtained results suggest that there is no strong support to claimuniversality
of emotions, since cultural background correlation has been found in the expres-
sivity of emotions. Yet, it is important to point that there may be some common
expression traits shared by diﬀerent cultures.
Ǎ.Ǌ IŁńŀĽķĵŉĽŃłň Ľł ļŊŁĵłŁĵķļĽłĹ ĽłŉĹŇĵķŉĽŃł ňŏňŉĹŁň
ĉe experiment in Chapter ǌ proves how the whole system performance suﬀers
from using models that do not match or do not consider the user’s culture. It is
disadvantageous to ignore the cultural dimension. ĉus, it is beĨer to avoid in-
cluding an emotional input when the cultures used to train the emotional model
do not match the user’s culture.
On the other hand, we conėrmed with our experiment that using an emotion
recognitionmodel that matches the user’s culture translates into good system per-
formance.
Ǎǉ
ĉere was no signiėcant diﬀerence between the satisfaction of the user when
the eyeglasses were based on the user’s expressiveness or based on the direct feed-
back from the user. ĉis ėnding suggests that an emotion recognition system that
includes the cultural dimension is reliable and robust.
ĉe results of thepresent study, aswell as the researchof several research groups
frommultiple ėelds sustain the importance of culture consideration when dealing
with recognition of emotions.
Instead of trying to ėt every single individual with a single global/universal
emotion recognition system,we suggest thatmore individual dimensions andmodel
purpose are considered in the system design stages.
ĉe understanding of human beings in any level is multidimensional and re-
quires a deep comprehension of the individual’s background and context. We be-
lieve a dimension as important as culture should be strongly taken in consideration
at the time of constructing aﬀective models.
Ǎ.ǋ FŊŉŊŇĹŌŃŇĿ
Even thoughwe have provided the base that demonstrates the importance of indi-
viduality in emotion expression and human centered systems, there is still a long
way to go before we can achieve an interaction that is really ”human-like”.
Currently, our emotion recognition system it is based only in the valence of the
emotion (how positive or negative it is). It is necessary to include the intensity of
the emotion and to ėnd out when an emotion is closed to the neutral state.
We introduced culture as an individual variable; in the future it will be interest-
ing to explore other variables such as age group, gender, etc.
Finally, we consider that including the interaction context at the time of the
emotion recognition task and also during the interaction scenario is crucial to im-
prove the communication between human and machine.
ǍǊ
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